New Guide for Railroad Enthusiasts
America’s passenger and freight railroad traffic is on
the upswing, as is interest in our vast railroad heritage.
More people than ever are visiting rail museums, going
on scenic train rides, watching freight trains and
building model train layouts.
Whether you’re a diehard rail fan or just looking for
extra vacation fun, Bella Terra Publishing’s new RAIL
U.S.A. Museums & Trips − Eastern States:
Illustrated Map & Guide is just the ticket. It locates
and describes 334 rail attractions along the Atlantic
coast from Maine to Florida, plus Vermont,
Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
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The most comprehensive, up-to-date listing
anywhere!
RAIL U.S.A. includes rail museums and exhibits,
historic depots, scenic railroads, miniature trains,
dinner trains, trolleys, model railroads, train-watching
locations and much more. Locations are shown on
detailed maps—including 5 insets—for easy travel
planning. An informative directory offers descriptions
of each venue, plus street addresses, phone numbers
and websites. Also, there are 16 eye-catching, original
watercolor illustrations.

RAIL U.S.A. author Eric Riback is available for a telephone interview. He will discuss the richly
varied rail points of interest in the Eastern U.S., some near your own backyard. You may be
familiar with …
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Eric Riback, the president of Bella Terra Publishing, is now researching the RAIL U.S.A.
Central and Western editions, to be published in Spring 2014. A former sales and marketing
executive at National Geographic, MapQuest and DeLorme, Riback also served as president of
the International Map Industry Association and NorthEast Map Organization. Beyond regular
rides on the New York City subways, the Bronx native’s first rail memories are of taking the New
Haven Railroad from Grand Central Terminal to visit his grandparents, and a steam engine trip on
the Strasburg Rail Road.
ABOUT BELLA TERRA PUBLISHING:
Bella Terra Publishing LLC produces special-interest travelers’ maps that offer as much
information as guidebooks, most featuring original watercolor illustrations. Bella Terra’s product
line includes state and regional U.S. lighthouse maps; and, in cooperation with National
Geographic Maps, the National Geographic Battlefields of the Civil War Map. Central and

Western States editions of RAIL U.S.A. Museums & Trips will be released in Spring 2014. For
more information on Bella Terra Publishing and upcoming RAIL U.S.A. media and events, please
visit www.bellaterramaps.com.
To schedule an interview with author Eric Riback, please contact:
Heather Huzovic, 917-826-7321 or heathwilli49@hotmail.com.

